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Abstract

In the context of stochastic resource-constrained project scheduling we intro-

duce a novel class of scheduling policies, the linear preselective policies. They

combine the benefits of preselective policies and priority policies; two classes that

are well known from both deterministic and stochastic scheduling. We study sev-

eral properties of this new class of policies which indicate its usefulness for com-

putational purposes. Based on a new representation of preselective policies as

AND/OR precedence constraints we derive efficient algorithms for computing ear-

liest job start times and state a necessary and sufficient dominance criterion for

preselective policies.

A computational experiment based on 480 instances empirically validates the

theoretical findings.

Keywords: Resource-constrained project scheduling – random processing

times – scheduling policies – AND/OR precedence constraints.

1 Introduction

In resource-constrained project scheduling a set of activities or jobs has to be sched-

uled subject to both precedence and resource constraints in order to minimize some

objective function. A recent survey on different settings and solution methods for

this notoriously hard optimization problem has been contributed by Brucker, Drexl,

Möhring, Neumann, and Pesch (1999). We consider here the case that job processing

times are random according to a known probability distribution. This models the fact

that real-world scheduling problems are quite often subject to uncertain events such as

weather conditions, availability of employees, or obstruction of resource usage.

The combination of random job processing times and resource constraints leads

into the area of stochastic dynamic programming. Scheduling is done by policies or

strategies. A policy may be seen as an on-line rule that decides which jobs to start

at certain decision times t, based on the knowledge of the given distributions and the
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observed past up to t. The best-known class of such scheduling policies is probably the

class of priority policies. They order all jobs according to a priority list and, at every

decision time t, start as many jobs as possible in the order of that list. While priority

policies are easy to define and implement, they have several well known drawbacks.

For example, there are instances (even with deterministic processing times) in which

no priority policy yields an optimal schedule. Moreover, the change of job processing

times may lead to so-called Graham anomalies such as an increasing project duration

due to decreasing job processing times, see (Graham 1966). Thus, job start times re-

sulting from priority policies are neither monotone nor continuous (when thinking of

a policy as a function of the job processing times). The class of so-called preselective

policies has been introduced by Igelmund and Radermacher (1983b). Roughly speak-

ing, such policies define for each possible resource conflict a preselected job which is

postponed if the corresponding resource conflict appears within the execution of the

project. In contrast to priority policies, preselective policies do not show the undesired

Graham anomalies and thus allow a safer planning. However, computational experi-

ence with this class by Igelmund and Radermacher (1983a) and Stork (1998) shows

that calculating an optimal such policy requires excessive computation times.

In this paper, we combine the simplicity of priority policies with the structural at-

tractiveness of preselective policies by defining the preselective jobs according to prior-

ity lists. The thus defined linear preselective policies inherit all the favorable properties

of preselective policies but are significantly better computationally tractable. Based on

a new representation of preselective policies as AND/OR precedence constraints we de-

rive efficient algorithms for computing earliest job start times and state a necessary and

sufficient dominance criterion for preselective policies. A computational experiment

based on 480 randomly generated instances empirically validates the theoretical ben-

efits of linear preselective policies. As a side result we show that the class of linear

preselective policies properly dominates the class of job-based priority rules which is

well known from deterministic scheduling, cf., e. g., (Patterson, Słowiński, Talbot, and

Wȩglarz 1989).

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we specify the considered

scheduling model. We then formally define the classes of priority policies, job-based

priority policies, and preselective policies in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 are concerned

with the definition of linear preselective policies and the discussion of resulting theo-

retical and computational benefits. In Section 6 we then compare the class of linear

preselective policies to the classes introduced in Section 3.

2 Model and Notation

Let V = f1; : : : ; ng be a set of non-preemptable jobs. Precedence constraints are given

by a set E
0

of ordered pairs (i; j) of jobs with the meaning that job j cannot be started

before job i has been completed. These constraints define a partial order G
0

= (V;E

0

)

on V . In addition, a finite set R of different, renewable resources is required to com-

plete the project. A constant amount of R
k

units of each resource k 2 R is available

throughout the project and each job j consumes r
jk

units of resource k 2 R while in

process. At each point in time and for each k the sum of resource consumption of the
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jobs being performed must not exceed R
k

. Such resource constraints can equivalently

be represented by a systemF � 2

V of so-called forbidden sets, i. e., inclusion-minimal

sets F of pairwise not related jobs that cannot be scheduled simultaneously because

they share some common limited resource. Throughout the paper we always consider

this representation of resource constraints. Note that for particular settings of resource

consumptions and supplies, the number of forbidden sets may grow exponentially in

the number of jobs.

Processing times of jobs are not known in advance, but are instead given by a

random vector p = (p

1

; : : : ;p

n

) where p
i

denotes the random processing time of job

i. A particular sample of p is denoted by p = (p

1

; : : : ; p

n

) 2 IRn

+

. The objective is to

find a scheduling policy that minimizes a given regular cost function � in expectation.

Assuming a short encoding of the job distributions, this variant of resource-

constrained project scheduling is clearly strongly NP-hard, since it contains the NP-

hard deterministic case. Following the classification scheme of Brucker, Drexl,

Möhring, Neumann, and Pesch (1999), this problem is termed PSjpre; p
j

= stoj�.

In order to illustrate the presentation we use the following example (which has

previously been used by Igelmund and Radermacher (1983b)).

Example 2.1. (Igelmund and Radermacher 1983b) LetG
0

= (V;E

0

) be given by V =

f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and E

0

= f(1; 4); (3; 5)g and let the sets F
1

= f1; 5g; F

2

= f2; 3; 4g,

and F
3

= f2; 4; 5g be forbidden.

3 Scheduling Policies

General scheduling policies. Due to the on-line character of stochastic scheduling

problems with resource constraints, scheduling is done by policies or strategies, see

(Möhring, Radermacher, and Weiss 1984; Möhring, Radermacher, and Weiss 1985)

for a comprehensive characterization. We will here consider only elementary policies

in their terms. Such a policy � has the following dynamic interpretation. It chooses

actions at decision points. Decision points are t = 0 (project start) and job comple-

tions. An action at time t consists of starting a feasible set of jobs at t, where feasible

means that both precedence and resource constraints are respected. The decision may

of course only exploit information that has become available until the current time t

(plus the a-priori knowledge about the distribution of job processing times). Finally,

when every job has been scheduled, we have a sample p of processing times and �

has constructed a schedule S(p), i. e., a vector of job start times. Thus, every policy

� may be interpreted as a function � : p ! S(p) that maps given samples of job

processing times to feasible schedules. We denote the start time of a job j 2 V ob-

tained from a given policy � and a sample p by S

�

j

(p) and its completion time by

C

�

j

(p) := S

�

j

(p) + p

j

. The corresponding random variables are denoted by S�

j

and

C

�

j

. If no misinterpretation is possible we omit the policy superscript �.

Evaluation of schedules is done by the given performance measure �. For a given

sample p and associated completion times C�

(p) of jobs, �(C�

(p)) denotes the cost of

the schedule resulting from p, and E[�(C

�

)℄ denotes the expected cost under policy �.

The objective is to minimize� in expectation (e. g. the expected project makespan) over
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a class of policies. We therefore define a stochastic scheduling policy �

� to be optimal

with respect to a certain class � of policies if �� minimizes the expected project costs

within � : E[�(C

�

�

)℄ = inffE[�(C

�

)℄ : � 2 �g. We denote the cost of an optimum

policy of class � by �� .

Priority-Based Policies. We now outline the classes of priority policies and job-

based priority policies. The policies of both classes have the same representation,

namely a linear ordering L of the jobs. For any decision point t they start as many

jobs as possible out of a given set A(t) of available jobs, preferring those ones with

a higher priority (which is defined by L). The only difference between both classes

of policies is the definition of the sets A(t) of available jobs. For the class of priority

policies, A(t) is defined as the set of all unscheduled jobs j whose predecessors have

been completed by t. For job-based priority policies, A(t) must additionally fulfill the

following property. If j 2 A(t), then all jobs i with a higher priority (i. e., i �
L

j)

must either have been already scheduled (S
i

(p) < t) or must also be contained in A(t).

Note that this condition makes only sense if L is a linear extension of the underlying

partial order of precedence constraints.

Like traditional priority policies, job-based priority policies are also well known

from deterministic scheduling. In the order of L, they start every job as early as pos-

sible with the side constraint that S
i

(p) � S

j

(p) if i �
L

j. This “job-based” view

instead of the “resource-based” view for priority policies is the reason for their name.

Applications in deterministic scheduling occur in connection with approximation al-

gorithms (Hall, Schulz, Shmoys, and Wein 1997) and precedence-tree enumeration

schemes (Patterson, Słowiński, Talbot, and Wȩglarz 1989).

Preselective Policies. We next define the class of preselective policies. For a system

F = fF

1

; : : : ; F

f

g of forbidden sets, a selection is a sequence s = (s

1

; : : : ; s

f

) such

that s
`

2 F

`

for all ` 2 f1; : : : ; fg. A job j 2 F is called waiting job for the forbidden

set F , if min

i2Fnfjg

fS

i

(p) + p

i

g � S

j

(p) is guaranteed for all p 2 IRn

+

, i. e., the start

of j is postponed until at least one job i 2 F n fjg has been completed.

Definition 3.1. A scheduling policy � is called preselective with selection s =

(s

1

; : : : ; s

f

), if, for all ` 2 f1; : : : ; fg, s
`

is a waiting job for F
`

.

Equivalently to selections we define partial selections s

`

:= (s

1

; : : : ; s

`

), ` 2

f1; : : : ; fg, which can be seen as selections for the reduced systemF

`

:= fF

1

; : : : ; F

`

g

of forbidden sets. We therefore use the same notation as for selections.

Igelmund and Radermacher (1983b) have given the following combinatorial char-

acterization of preselective policies: a preselective policy with selection s can be rep-

resented by a collection of partially ordered sets G = (V;E) each of which extends the

given partial order G
0

of precedence constraints and “respects” the selection s. That

is, E
0

� E and for each forbidden set F with preselected job j 2 F , E contains an

ordered pair (i; j) with i 2 F n fjg. We call such an extension of G
0

a realization of

G

0

and s.

However, it is easier to make use of an alternative representation, so-called waiting

conditions. Such conditions are given by pairs (X; j), X � V , j 2 V nX , where job
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Figure 1: The digraph resulting from Example 2.1 and selection s = (5; 3; 2). Circular

nodes correspond to jobs while square nodes represent waiting conditions. Nodes w
1

,

w

2

, and w

3

are induced by forbidden sets and the respective preselected job. Prece-

dence constraints are represented by w
4

and w
5

.

j cannot be started before at least one job i 2 X has been completed. Each restriction

induced by a forbidden set F and its preselected job j can be represented by the waiting

condition (F nfjg; j). Moreover, each given precedence constraint (i; j) 2 E

0

can ob-

viously be represented by (fig; j). Thus, instead of considering precedence constraints,

forbidden sets and selections, it suffices to consider a set W of waiting conditions.

Note that a set of waiting conditions naturally induces a digraph D which has a

node for each job and for each waiting condition. There is a directed arc from a node

representing a job i to a node representing a waiting condition (X; j) if i 2 X . Fur-

thermore, each node representing a waiting condition (X; j) is connected to the node

representing j. In the scheduling literature, the concept of waiting conditions is also

known as AND/OR precedence constraints, see, e. g., (Gillies and Liu 1995), (Gold-

wasser and Motwani 1999), and (Möhring, Skutella, and Stork 2000b).

The set of waiting conditions which is induced by Example 2.1 with selection s =

(5; 3; 2) is W = fw

1

= (f1g; 5), w
2

= (f2; 4g; 3), w
3

= (f4; 5g; 2), w
4

= (f1g; 4),

w

5

= (f3g; 5)g. The associated digraph D representing W is depicted in Figure 1.

Notice that, although D contains cycles, there is a possible ordering in which jobs can

be executed (1 ! 4 ! 3 ! 5 ! 2). However, selections may be infeasible; which

is the case if and only if there exists some non-empty set V 0

� V such that for all

j 2 V

0 there is a waiting condition (X; j) with X � V

0 (Igelmund and Radermacher

1983a, Theorem 1.1). In this case no job from V

0 can be started. For Example 2.1 and

s = (1; 3; 2) the set V fulfills this property. The selection s is therefore infeasible and

does not induce a preselective policy. An linear time algorithm (in the encoding of W)

which detects infeasiblity has been proposed by Möhring, Skutella, and Stork (2000b).

For a given feasible selection s and resulting system of waiting conditions W we

can construct a feasible schedule for each possible sample p 2 IRn

+

by setting

S

j

(p) = max

(X;j)2W

j

fmin

i2X

fS

i

(p) + p

i

gg (1)

We hereby assume that the maximum over an empty set is 0. W
j

�W denotes the set

of waiting conditions (X; j). Notice that S
j

(p) is in fact the earliest possible start of j

with respect to W and p. In Section 5 below we discuss the algorithmic treatment of
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this recursive formula. When interpreting a preselective policy as a function p! S(p)

defined by (1), Radermacher (1984) has shown the following properties.

Theorem 3.2. (Radermacher 1984) A policy � is preselective if and only if � is con-

tinuous. Furthermore, � is preselective if and only if � is monotonically increasing.

It follows that unfavorable effects such as the Graham anomalies (Graham 1966)

will not occur when planning with a preselective policy. Another consequence is the

fact that the class of preselective policies is stable. This means that a slight change of

the distribution of job processing times only has a slight influence on the optimum value

of this class for continuous cost functions �, see (Radermacher 1984) and (Möhring,

Radermacher, and Weiss 1984, Theorem 3.1.2).

4 Linear Preselective Policies

We are now ready to define linear preselective policies which combine the list-oriented

features of priority policies with the selection-oriented character of preselective poli-

cies. The idea is to define the selection via a priority list. If L is this list, then the

preselected job of a forbidden set F is the one with lowest priority in L, i. e., the last

element of F in L. We denote this job by j = max(LjF ).

Definition 4.1. Let G
0

be a partially ordered set of jobs with an associated system

F of forbidden sets fF
1

; : : : ; F

f

g and let � be a preselective policy with selection

s = (s

1

; : : : ; s

f

). � is called linear preselective if there exists a linear extension L of

G

0

such that for each forbidden set F
`

; ` 2 f1; : : : ; fg; the associated preselected job

s

`

is the job of F
`

with lowest priority with respect to L, i. e., s
`

= max(LjF

`

).

Theorem 4.2. Let G
0

be a partially ordered set of jobs with an associated system F

of forbidden sets fF
1

; : : : ; F

f

g.

(1) Every linear extension of G
0

induces a linear preselective policy.

(2) A preselective policy � with an associated selection s = (s

1

; : : : ; s

f

) is linear

preselective if and only if the digraphD induced by the setW of waiting conditions

corresponding to s is acyclic.

Proof. We only give a proof of claim (2), (1) follows immediately from the definition of

linear preselective policies. Let the list L correspond to a linear preselective policy. We

extend the list to a list of all nodes of D by inserting the node representing a forbidden

set F directly before the last job of F . Then L defines a topological sort of the nodes

of D and thus D is acyclic. Conversely, let D be acyclic and let L be an ordering of the

jobs obtained from a topological sort of D by ignoring the nodes that correspond to the

forbidden sets. It follows from the definition of D that, for all waiting conditions (X; j)

represented by D, j must be the largest job in LjX . Consequently, the preselected job

j of each forbidden set F is maximal in LjF . Furthermore, since each precedence

constraint (i; j) is modeled by a waiting condition (fig; j), L is an extension of G
0

.

Therefore, the preselective policy corresponding to D is linear preselective.
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As a direct consequence we obtain that linear preselective policies allow a very

flexible execution of the project: suppose that for each F

`

we have to fix a job i

`

2

F

`

n fs

`

g for which s

`

should wait. The policy induced by the selection s is linear

preselective if and only if any combination of such choices is feasible.

Corollary 4.3. Let �

E denote a set of ordered pairs f(i
`

; s

`

) : ` 2 f1; : : : ; fgg where

each i

`

is arbitrarily chosen from i

`

2 F

`

n fs

`

g. A preselective policy � is linear

preselective if and only if every set �

E of such choices yields a realization (i. e., E
0

[

�

E

is acyclic).

The corollary follows directly from (2) of Theorem 4.2.

5 Benefits of Linear Preselective Policies

5.1 Computing Earliest Job Starting Times

Hagstrom (1988) has shown that, even when disregarding all resource constraints, the

determination of the expected project makespan is #P-complete if each job processing

time distribution has two (discrete) values. Although for complex distributions the

problem has a longer encoding which could possibly admit a polynomial algorithm,

such an efficient algorithm seems very unlikely to exist, since Hagstrom has also shown

that — unless P=NP — the problem cannot be solved in time polynomial in the number

of possible values of the makespan (assuming discrete distributions). For these reasons

one usually approximates the expected cost of a given policy by applying simulation to

the given distributions of job processing times. We then obtain a set P of samples for

p, that can be used to approximately calculate E[�(C

�

)℄. This is done by computing

the average cost of the schedules resulting from these samples, i. e., E[�(C

�

)℄ �

1

jP j

P

p2P

�(C

�

(p)).

For a given preselective policy and a sample of the job processing times, we com-

pute earliest job starting times according to the recursive formula (1). Igelmund and

Radermacher (1983a) proposed an algorithm with a running time O(mn

2

), where

m := E

0

+

P

F2F

jF j. However, for AND/OR precedence constraints there are bet-

ter algorithms available. When applying the most efficient algorithm for this model

(Möhring, Skutella, and Stork 2000b) the complexity reduces to O(n +m + f log f)

where f = jFj. Note that, even with f = O(2

n

), the algorithm has a lower worst case

running time than the one proposed by Igelmund and Radermacher (1983a).

The algorithm is a modification of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. It operates on

the digraph D defined by the set of waiting conditions resulting from G

0

and the given

selection. Start times S are computed for all nodes of D where S
j

:= max

w2W

j

S

w

for nodes j corresponding to jobs and S

w

:= min

i2X

fS

i

+ p

i

g for nodes w that are

associated with a waiting condition (X; j). The nodes w corresponding to waiting

conditions are maintained in a heap where the priority key is their current ‘start time’

S

w

(initially S

w

= 1). The start times of all jobs that are not a waiting job of any

waiting condition are initialized to 0. We then proceed over time by always choosing

a node corresponding to a waiting condition (X; j) with minimum start time from the

heap and plan that node at its current start time (i. e., we permanently fix the start time
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of that node). If all other “nodes” (X 0

; j) 2 W

j

preceding j have already been planned

we also plan j at the current time. Subsequently the start times of all waiting conditions

w = (X; i) with j 2 X are updated to S
w

:= min(S

w

; S

j

+ d

jw

). Finally, if the heap

is empty the algorithm outputs S. For further algorithmic details we refer to (Möhring,

Skutella, and Stork 2000b).

For linear preselective policies, we can exploit the fact that the selection s of such

a policy can be represented by a linear extension L of the underlying partial order

of precedence constraints. By calculating the start times in the order of L, we can

guarantee that for each sample p 2 IRn

+

of job processing times and each forbidden set

F with preselected job j, the start times of all jobs i 2 F n fjg have been computed

beforeS
j

is computed. In particular, no heap is required and the running time for linear

preselective policies thus reduces to O(n+m).

5.2 Domination

We next discuss domination properties of preselective policies. We call a policy �

dominated if there exists another policy �

0

6= � such that S�

(p) � S

�

0

(p) for all

samples p 2 IRn

+

(� and �

0 are assumed to belong to the same class of policies). We

derive a necessary and sufficient dominance criterion for preselective policies and show

that many dominated preselective policies are not linear preselective.

The domination criterion is based on the property that preselected jobs defined

for some forbidden sets may additionally solve the conflict on other forbidden sets.

Suppose that for a partial selection s

`�1

= (s

1

; :::; s

`�1

) there exists some j 2 F

`

such that each realization G = (V;E) of G
0

and s`�1 contains a pair (i; j) 2 E with

i 2 F

`

nfjg. Then the resource conflict due to F
`

never occurs and F
`

can be discarded

from further considerations. We say that F
`

is implicitly resolved by j. The intuition

of the dominance criterion is that every extension of the partial selection s

`�1 to a

selection s where j is not chosen as the preselected job for F
`

is dominated.

Theorem 5.1. A preselected policy � with selection s = (s

1

; : : : ; s

f

) is dominated

if and only if the resource conflict due to some forbidden set F
`

(` = f1; : : : ; fg) is

implicitly resolved by j 2 F

`

n fs

`

g.

In order to show Theorem 5.1 we again use the concept of waiting conditions.

Similarly to preselective policies and selections we say that a set of waiting conditions

W

0 dominatesW if, for all samples p 2 IRn

+

, the corresponding earliest start schedules

S(p) and S

0

(p) obtained from (1) fulfill S0(p) � S(p). Moreover, we also consider

realizations of a set W of waiting conditions. For each (X; j) 2 W an ordered pair

(i; j) with i 2 X is chosen such that the resulting set of pairs does not contain a cycle.

The transitive closure of these pairs is called a realization ofW . If for some (U; j) 62 W

(j 62 U ) there exists a pair (i; j) with i 2 U for each realization ofW we say that (U; j)

is implied byW . Note that this is particularly the case if U � X for some (X; j) 2 W .

(U; j) may be seen as an additional waiting condition that is implied byW .

For the proof of Theorem 5.1 we require the following observations.

Lemma 5.2. LetW andW 0 be feasible sets of waiting conditions. W is dominated by

W

0 if and only if each (X; j) 2 W

0 is implied by W .
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Proof. For an arbitrary sample p 2 IRn

+

let S(p) and S

0

(p) denote the earliest start

schedules obtained by applying (1) to W and W 0, respectively. If each (X; j) 2 W

0

is implied by W then S(p) must respect at least as many constraints as S

0

(p) and

therefore S0(p) � S(p).

Let (X; j) 2 W 0 and suppose that (X; j) is not implied byW . Set p
i

:= 1 if i 2 X

and p
i

:= 0, otherwise and recall that each (X

0

; j) with X

0

� X implies (X; j). We

obtain S0
j

= 1 while S
j

= 0, which is a contradiction to the fact that W is dominated

by W 0.

Lemma 5.3. If (U [ fhg; j) is implied by a given system W of waiting conditions

with (U [ fjg; h) 2 W , then (U [ fhg; j) is also implied by the reduced system

W

0

:=W n f(U [ fjg; h)g.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a realization G = (V;E) of W 0 containing no pair

(i; j) 2 E with i 2 U [ fhg. If G contains no pair (i; h) with i 2 U [ fjg we add an

arbitrary such pair (i; h) with (h; i) 62 E to E (plus resulting transitive pairs). Such a

job i always exists because (h; j) 62 E and thus j fulfills the required properties. We

obtain a realization ofW . In this realization there exists no pair (i; j) with i 2 U [fhg

which is a contradiction to the fact that (U [ fhg; j) is implied by W .

Proof of Theorem 5.1 Suppose the resource conflict due to some forbidden set F
`

is implicitly resolved by j 2 F

`

n fs

`

g. Define the selection s

0 by s

0

r

:= s

r

for

r 2 f1; : : : ; fg n f`g and s0
`

:= j. Let W andW 0 denote the sets of waiting conditions

induced by s and s

0. By assumption, (F
`

n fjg; j) is implied by W . By Lemma 5.3

this is also the case for W n f(F

`

n fs

`

g; s

`

)g. Since W 0

= W n f(F

`

n fs

`

g; s

`

)g [

f(F

`

n fjg; j)g it follows that each (X; j) 2 W

0 is implied by W . Therefore, with

Lemma 5.2, W is dominated by W 0 and it directly follows that � is dominated by the

policy �

0 induced by s0.

For the converse claim consider a policy �

0 with selection s0 that dominates �. For

the induced sets of waiting conditions it follows by definition of dominance that W 0

dominatesW . By Lemma 5.2, all (F
`

nfs

0

`

g; s

0

`

) 2 W

0 (` 2 f1; : : : ; fg) are implied by

W . It thus follows for � that for all ` 2 f1; : : : ; fg with s
`

6= s

0

`

the resource conflict

due to F
`

is implicitly resolved by s0
`

.

Möhring, Skutella, and Stork (2000b) present an algorithm that, for a given set W

of waiting conditions and a (forbidden) set F � V of jobs, computes all waiting jobs

for F in linear time (in the encoding of V and W). By Theorem 5.1, when applying

the algorithm for each forbidden set, it can be decided in O(f � (n+m)) time whether

a given preselective policy is dominated or not.

We now show that quite a few dominated preselective policies are not linear pre-

selective and thus, when dealing with linear preselective policies all these dominated

policies are discarded beforehand. Consider a partial selection s`�1 = (s

1

; : : : ; s

`�1

)

inducing a setW of waiting conditions which imply the waiting condition (F

`

nfjg; j).

Defining j as the preselected job for F
`

thus creates no further restrictions. Contrarily,

any i 2 F

`

n fjg which is chosen to be preselected for F
`

causes an additional waiting

condition (F

`

n fig; i). Thus, any such preselective policy is dominated.

9



Corollary 5.4. Let s`�1, W , and j 2 F

`

be as above. Denote by U � F

`

n fjg the set

of jobs i such that there exists a directed path from i to some other job h 2 F

`

n fig

in the digraph D resulting from W . Then all preselective policies that are induced by

extending s`�1 to a selection s with s
`

2 U are dominated and not linear preselective.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that � is dominated if s
`

6= j. This particularly

holds for all s
`

2 U . However, choosing s

`

from U would induce a cycle in D and

thus, by Theorem 4.2, � is not linear preselective.

In Example 2.1, there exist 2 � 3 � 3 = 18 selections (including one infeasible selec-

tion). As it can easily be verified, 12 of them are dominated by other selections. Among

these dominated selections, only one corresponds to a linear preselective policy while

all non-dominated policies are linear preselective. Suppose that we have preselected

job 3 with respect to the forbidden set f2; 3; 4g. Then, job 3 and thus also job 5 is

waiting for either job 2 or 4. In the preselective case we could then choose job 2 to

be the preselected job for the forbidden set f2; 4; 5g. This leads to a dominated policy

because f2; 4; 5g is implicitly resolved by job 5. Contrarily, in the linear preselective

case, in all orderings L of jobs which allow job 3 to be preselected with respect to

f2; 3; 4g we have 2 �

L

5 and 4 �

L

5 and thus, job 5 is the only possible choice of a

preselected job for f2; 4; 5g.

We finally describe another characteristic of linear preselective policies which is

related to Corollary 5.4. Let s`�1, F
`

, and j 2 F

`

be as above, i. e., F
`

is implicitly

resolved by the waiting condition (F
`

nfjg; j)with respect to s`�1. Then, a preselective

policy which is induced by extending s`�1 to a selection swith s
`

= j is not necessarily

linear preselective. In this case, every linear preselective policy which is induced by

extending s`�1 to a selection s includes a superfluous waiting condition (F

`

nfs

`

g; s

`

).

However, notice that such waiting conditions can be identified (and removed) by the

above mentioned algorithm developed by Möhring, Skutella, and Stork (2000b). We

make use of such superfluous waiting conditions in Example 6.1 below where we relate

the optimum values of preselective and linear preselective policies.

5.3 Memory Requirements

Another important computational benefit of linear preselective policies is their compact

representation. Obviously, in contrast to preselective policies, for a given set F of

forbidden sets, every linear preselective policy can be stored within O(n) space. We

simply use the linear ordering L of the jobs to represent the policy. Then, for a given

forbidden set F , we may obtain the corresponding preselected job by identifying the

largest job of F with respect to L. This is extremely helpful, particularly in the context

of branch-and-bound approaches where typically a large number of policies has to be

maintained for the same set F .

5.4 Summary and Computational Results

To recapitulate the above mentioned benefits, we obtain the following proposition.
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Algorithm 100 sec 200 sec 500 sec 1000 sec

LIN 414 437 453 461

PRS 284 301 318 325

LIN (dom) 450 460 466 467

PRS (dom) 367 383 393 406

Table 1: Results have been obtained on a Sun Ultra 1 with 143 MHz clock pulse oper-

ating under Solaris 2.7. The code was written in C++ and is compiled with the GNU

g++ compiler version 2.91.66 using the -O3 optimization option. The test set contains

480 instances each of which consists of 20 jobs. They were created randomly by the

widely used instance generator ProGen developed by Kolisch and Sprecher (1996).

The figures are based on 200 samples of job processing times per instance. Each entry

displays the number of instances that could be solved optimally by the variant of the

program (rows) and within the given time limit (columns).

Proposition 5.5. When planning with linear preselective policies instead of preselec-

tive policies we obtain the following benefits.

(1) The computation of expected project costs can be performed more efficiently, be-

cause no heap (which costs f log f for each considered sample of processing times)

is required within the computation.

(2) In the sense of Corollary 5.4, many dominated preselective policies are discarded

from consideration.

(3) If a large number b of policies must be maintained, we save memory of size b � (f�

n).

In fact, within a branch-and-bound framework, the properties of linear preselective

policies mentioned in Proposition 5.5 result in a considerable speedup when compared

with the class of preselective policies. In Table 1 we report on computational results

of both classes of policies. A comparison of Rows 1 and 2 indicates that substantially

more instances can be solved optimally by the linear preselective approach within given

time limits. Rows 3 and 4 display results if a dominance rule based on Theorem 5.1 is

enabled. Again, many more instances can be solved to optimality in the linear preselec-

tive case. Comparing the sizes of the search trees we observe that roughly 25% more

nodes have to be considered in the preselective case (averaged over all instances solved

optimally by both approaches). This fact empirically validates (2) of Proposition 5.5.

With respect to (1) we considered the total number of nodes that could be investigated

within a given time-limit. Compared to the preselective approach we could evaluate

roughly 25% more nodes in the linear preselective case.

A detailed study on the computation of optimum policies in stochastic resource-

constrained project scheduling has been carried out by Stork (1998).
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6 Optimum Expected Costs of Linear Preselective Poli-

cies

We now compare the class of linear preselective policies with other classes of policies

with respect to their optimum expected project cost �. To simplify notation we intro-

duce the following identifiers for the classes of policies introduced in Section 3. We

denote the classes of preselective and linear preselective policies by PRS and LIN, re-

spectively. The traditional (resource-based) priority policies are referred to as RBP and

the class of job-based priority policies is denoted by JBP.

6.1 Preselective Policies

Since each linear preselective policy is also preselective, we have �PRS
� �

LIN. But,

in fact, the computational experiments reported in Section 5.4 (and also those of Stork

(1998)) show that the subclass of linear preselective policies yields excellent objective

values within the class of preselective policies. In particular, within reasonable numer-

ical precision, the optimum expected costs are identical for all instances that have been

considered. However, there exist artificial instances for which �

PRS
< �

LIN is possi-

ble. We give two counterexamples. The first one is based on domination properties of

preselective policies as discussed in Section 5.2.

Example 6.1. Let V = f1; : : : ; 8g and E

0

= f(2; 6); (3; 7); (4; 8)g. Forbidden sets

are given by F
1

= f1; 6g, F
2

= f6; 7g, F
3

= f5; 7; 8g, and F

4

= f1; 7; 8g. The job

processing times are distributed as follows: p
1

2 f1; 15g, p
2

= 8, p
3

= 12, p
4

= 14,

p

5

= 14, p
6

= 4, p
7

= 2, p
8

2 f1; 15g. Only the processing times of jobs 1 and 8 are

random, each value appears with probability 1

2

, independently from each other.

The unique optimal preselective policy is sPRS
= (6; 7; 8; 7) while the best linear

preselective policy is sLIN
= (6; 7; 8; 8); we obtain �PRS

= 23:5 < 23:75 = �

LIN. The

gap stems from the waiting condition (f1; 7g; 8) which has to be respected according

to sLIN. Notice that (f1; 7g; 8) is superfluous since F
4

is implicitly resolved due to the

choices of preselected jobs for F
1

and F
2

.

We next provide another simple counterexample in which job processing times are

dependent.

Example 6.2. Let V = f1; 2; 3; 4g; E

0

= ;; and F

1

= f1; 2; 3g; F

2

= f1; 2; 4g.

Furthermore, the following four samples of processing times are possible, each with

probability 1

4

. p1 = (2; 2; 1; 5); p

2

= (2; 2; 5; 1); p

3

= (6; 2; 1; 5) and p4 = (2; 6; 5; 1):

The objective is to minimize the expected makespan.

A straightforward case analysis shows that the non-linear preselective selection

s = (1; 2) is the unique optimal solution in the class of preselective policies. We

obtain �PRS
= 6 < 6:25 = �

LIN.

6.2 Priority-Based Policies

We now compare the class of linear preselective policies with the two classes of priority

policies considered in Section 3. All these classes have in common that each policy
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can be represented by a linear ordering L of the jobs but they make use of distinct

algorithms to transform a given sample of job processing times into a schedule.

It is well known and can be verified by simple instances that the class of preselective

policies and the class of priority policies are incomparable, i. e., there exist instances

with �PRS
< �

RBP and vice versa. For linear preselective policies we obtain the same

result, as can be shown by the same examples as for preselective policies.

We next compare linear preselective policies and job-based priority policies (JBP).

Recall that, for job-based priority policies, a schedule for a given sample p is computed

by the algorithm described in Section 3.

Theorem 6.3. If a job-based priority policy � and a linear preselective policy �

0 are

induced by the same linear ordering L of jobs, then �

0 dominates �.

Proof. Consider a forbidden set F and let j be its preselected job with respect to �

0,

i. e., j = max(LjF ). We show that j is a waiting job for F with respect to �. For an

arbitrary sample p 2 IRn

+

let S(p) be the schedule obtained from �. Since S
i

(p) �

S

j

(p) for all i �
L

j this also holds for all i 2 F nfjg. Consequently, since the resource

conflicts of all forbidden sets are solved in S, we have S
j

(p) � min

i2Fnfjg

fS

i

(p) +

p

i

g, i. e., j is a waiting job for F . It follows that � induces at least as many constraints

as �0 and thus, �0 dominates �.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 6.3 we obtain that �LIN
� �

JBP. This in turn

implies that optimal schedules for deterministic problems can be computed via linear

preselective policies.

Corollary 6.4. Given a deterministic resource-constrained project scheduling prob-

lem with job processing times p, there exists a linear preselective policy � such that

S

�

(p) is an optimal schedule.

Proof. Since it is known for deterministic scheduling that an optimal schedule may be

obtained by a job-based priority policy, the result follows from Theorem 6.3.

Notice that AND/OR precedence constraints are also useful to express job-based

priority policies. Let � and �

0 be as in Theorem 6.3 and consider the setW 0 of waiting

conditions resulting from �

0. We iteratively construct a setW �W

0 that represents �.

First, set W :=W

0. Then, for each j in the order of L add all (X; j) with (X; i) 2 W

to W (where i denotes the job which immediately precedes j in L). It is not hard to

see that, for each p, the earliest start schedule obtained from W according to (1) and

the schedule S resulting from � coincide. Hence, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 6.5. Let G
0

be a partially ordered set of jobs with an associated system F

of forbidden sets. If � is a job-based priority policy for G
0

and F then � is linear

preselective for G
0

and a larger system F

0

� F of forbidden sets.

As a direct consequence of Theorem 6.5, when interpreting a job-based priority pol-

icy � as a function p! S

�

(p), � is monotone and continuous and thus, by (Möhring,

Radermacher, and Weiss 1984, Theorem 3.1.2), the class of job-based priority policies

is stable.
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An interesting behavior occurs for parallel machine scheduling P jp
j

= stoj� with-

out any temporal constraints (e. g., release dates or precedence constraints). In this

model the algorithms of all considered list-based scheduling policies generate identical

schedules, i. e., LIN = RBP = JBP.

7 Concluding Remarks

We have invented the class of linear preselective policies to solve stochastic resource-

constrained project scheduling problems. This novel class of scheduling policies com-

bines the benefits of the previously known classes of preselective policies and priority

policies. We have shown that linear preselective policies have a compact representa-

tion and allow a more efficient computation of expected project costs when compared

to preselective policies. Furthermore, we proposed a necessary and sufficient domi-

nance criterion for preselective policies. Most of the results have been obtained by

the idea of representing scheduling policies as AND/OR precedence constraints. This

in total leads to a favorable basis for an approach to compute stable, high quality so-

lutions for stochastic resource-constrained project scheduling problems at reasonable

computational expense.
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